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ABSTRACT: There is a growing appreciation for the role of surface reactivity and
subsequent reconstruction aﬀecting the performance of high-voltage, high-capacity Li-ion
cathode materials. In particular, the promising Li-excess materials are known to exhibit
signiﬁcant vulnerability toward oxygen release, which can cause surface densiﬁcation and
impede Li intercalation. Here we focus on the end member, Li2MnO3, as a Li-excess, Mnrich representative of this class of materials and systematically elucidate all possible
stoichiometric low Miller index surfaces with various cation ordering on each surface. We
apply surface cation reconstruction rules that depend on the local environment, including
target Mn−Li site exchanges, and optimize the resulting surface Li conﬁgurations using
metadynamics. The equilibrium Wulﬀ shape shows dominant (001), (010) surface facets,
and almost all facets exhibit favorable Mn reconstruction. Most importantly, we ﬁnd that
while all equilibrium LixMnO3 surfaces become unstable toward oxygen release for x <
1.7, some facets are consistently more resistant than others which may provide a design
metric for more stable particle morphologies and enhanced surface oxygen retention.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A materials interaction with the environment can cause
chemical as well as structural transformations at the interface,
which in turn may inﬂuence the long-term performance of the
material. Examples are found in a wide range of materials
applications such as catalysis, energy storage, and structural
materials, etc.1−5 Speciﬁcally, in the energy storage ﬁeld, the
demand for increased energy density is pushing research and
development eﬀorts toward high voltage and high capacity
which favor materials that are inherently unstable during
operating conditions. Indeed, even for commercialized Li-ion
cathodes such as LiNixMnxCo1−2xO2 (NMC) there is a growing
appreciation for the role of surface reconstruction and
passivation in capacity degradation and impedance buildup.6
Hence, understanding the underlying mechanisms for surfacerelated decomposition and designing tailored strategies which
aim to mitigate the reactivity are important. In particular, the
next-generation Li-rich, Mn-rich layered cathode materials7,8
may beneﬁt from such designs as it is well-known that they are
prone to surface oxygen loss.9−14 For example, Koga et al.10
found that surface oxygen is oxidized to O2 and irreversibly lost
from Li-excess Li1.20Mn0.54Co0.13Ni0.13O2 during the ﬁrst cycle.
Similarly, Qian et al. reported formation of oxygen vacancies at
the surface and within the ﬁrst ﬁve to six subsurface layers in
Li[Li1/6Ni1/4Co1/6Mn1/2]O2.15 Indeed, even bulk reversible
oxygen loss16−18 has, until recently, been one of the suggested
mechanisms giving rise to the anomalously high capacity found
© XXXX American Chemical Society

in Li-excess materials. However, instead it is becoming
increasingly accepted that many of the Li-excess materials
rely on anion oxidation for charge compensation during the Li
extraction.10,19−24 Adopting either a composite or a solid
solution terminology, the end member25 on the Li-excess
spectrum is Li2MnO3 (see Figure 1a)26 which has the highest
capacity but also exhibits the worst performance.27,28 While
bulk oxygen redox activity is not necessarily detrimental, in the
case of Li2MnO3, bulk oxygen oxidation may facilitate Mn
migration, subsequent structural deterioration, and voltage
fade.3,4,21,29−32 Furthermore, oxygen loss at the surface can lead
to cation migration and densiﬁcation of the surface and
subsurface layers,10,13,33−35 which is very likely to negatively
impact Li transport to/from the particles. Indeed, most studies
show that even low-rate, limited cycling of Li2MnO3 requires
nanoscaling and higher temperatures.27,30,36 Interestingly,
recent experimental as well as theoretical evidence29,37 indicates
that the generally observed poor Li rate performance of
Li2MnO3 originates from surface passivation and/or particle−
particle electrode-level transport limitations. To the best of our
knowledge, there are only a few surface reports of Li2MnO3.
Kim et al.35 found a majority of (001) and minority (020) (here
equivalent to (010)) facets on micrometer-sized Li2MnO3
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γ=

E slab − nEbulk
2A

(1)

Here, Eslab is the energy of the slab with a given surface, n is the
total number of atoms for the slab, Ebulk is the reference bulk
energy per atom, and A is the surface area of a given facet.
Previous computational surface investigations for other Li-ion
cathode materials include the Mn spinel,38−42 the high-voltage
spinel,43 olivine LiFePO4,44 and layered LiCoO2.45−47 In
comparison to layered LiCoO2, Li2MnO3 includes facets with
increased cation mixing due to the excess Li ions in the
transition metal (TM) layers. The layered Li-excess family of
materials displays various microstructural and compositional
features depending on the synthesis procedure48,49however,
they share a common layered structure, comprised of a Li layer
and a mixed Li/TM layer, where the Li excess is determined by
the average amount of Li in the TM layer. In principle,
Li2MnO3 facets can be terminated through ﬁve diﬀerent atomic
combinations such as Li, Mn/Li, O, Li/O, and Li/Mn/O ions.
However, the number of stable terminations is governed by the
polarity of the surface, as well as the nature and number of
under-coordinated surface cations.50 In the following sections
we investigate the most stable terminations for all stoichiometric low Miller index surfaces including (001), (010), (100),
(110), (011), (101), and (111). From these results we
construct the Wulﬀ shape51 and subsequently explore the
stability of the resulting facets against oxygen release as a
function of Li concentration and oxygen chemical potential.
2.1. General Surface Site Preferences and Reconstruction Rules. The low Miller index surfaces of Li2MnO3
have seven symmetrically distinguishable facets from the
perspective of atomic conﬁguration and crystal symmetry.
Figure 1a illustrates the bulk crystal structure, which belongs to
the monoclinic C2/m space group, and exhibits two octahedral
sites in the Li layer (2c and 4h sites) as well as two octahedral
sites in the TM layer (2b and 4g sites). In Li2MnO3, one-third
of the octahedral sites in the TM layer (2b sites) contain Li
ions, which contributes to the mixed cation surface
terminations. Any arbitrary facet of Li2MnO3, excluding the
(001) and (010) surfaces, inevitably includes both Mn and Li
ions (see Figure 1b, red plane). All low Miller index surfaces of
Li2MnO3 can be organized into three distinguishable surface
groups (see Figure 1c−e and Table 1) with respect to their
relationship between a given surface and the Li layer

Figure 1. Illustrations of the Li2MnO3 bulk as well as surface planes:
(a) conventional unit cell structure of Li2MnO3; (b) schematics of an
arbitrary facet illustrated by the red plane; (c−e) three possible surface
groups (∥-(001), ⊥-(001), and ∠-(001)) as organized with respect to
the relation between their normal and the Li/TM layer stacking
direction (001).

particles synthesized at 850 °C. They also investigated Li
absorption and mobility on the (001) and (020) Li2MnO3
surfaces using computations. Using ﬁrst-principles density
functional theory, we here map out surface stability and
vulnerability toward oxygen loss for all low Miller index surface
facets of Li2MnO3as a worst-case representative of the family
of layered Li-excess materialsto inspire target design of Liexcess cathode materials with improved surface stability and
ionic transport. We systematically investigate the most stable
crystal facets, as a function of direction, termination, and Li
concentration, in order to determine the feasibility of facet
stabilization against oxygen release through morphology tuning.

2. RESULTS
In order to calculate the surface energy (γ), we use a slab−
vacuum model (see Methods for more details on the
calculations) and obtain the surface formation energy as

Table 1. Calculated Surface Energies of All Low Miller Index Facets Denominated by Their Termination and Tasker Typea
surface group

facet

tasker

terminated site (atom)

γ (J/m2)

∥-(001)

001

III

⊥-(001)

010

II

100

III

110

III

011

III

101
111

I
II

2c−4h (Li)
2b/4g/4i−8j (Li/Mn/O)
4h/4g/8j (Li/Mn/O)
2b−2c/4i (Li/O)
2c−2b−4h/4g (Li/Mn)
4i−8j (O)
2b−4h/8j (Li/O)
2c/4g/4i−8j (Li/Mn/O)
2c−2b/8j (Li/O)
4h/4g/4i (Li/Mn/O)
2c−4h−2b/4g/4i−8j (Li/Mn/O)
4h/4g/8j (Li/Mn/O)
2b−2c/4i (Li/O)

0.98
1.92
1.27
2.32
1.30
1.83
1.98
1.37
1.17
1.34
1.50
1.27
1.23

∠-(001)

a

Surface energies shown in bold are exposed in the Wulﬀ structure in Figure 4a.
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percolation direction (or equivalently the TM layer or the a−b
plane in Figure 1a). Speciﬁcally, the surface normal direction
and the direction of the Li layer can be parallel (∥-(001)
surfaces (Figure 1c)), perpendicular (⊥-(001) surfaces (Figure
1d)), or slanted angle (∠-(001) surfaces (Figure 1e)) with
respect to each other. The ∥-(001) surface group has one
surface (001), the ⊥-(001) group has three ((100), (010), and
(110)), and ﬁnally the ∠-(001) group includes three surfaces
((011), (101), and (111)).
Surface stability depends strongly on the cation arrangement
on the surface.38,39,43,45 Hence, before we examine each
individual surface facet cation arrangement, we ﬁrst perform a
systematic investigation to establish general rules for (i) the
preferred position of the Li ions on the surface and (ii) the
reconstruction of the surface under-coordinated Mn ions. By
construction, both ⊥-(001) and the ∠-(001) surface groups
exhibit under-coordinated Li as well as Mn surface ions. First,
we probe the position preference of Li ions on the (001)
surface (see Figure 2a). A Li ion located on top of a 2b site is

Figure 3. Figures and energetics illustrating the general rules for
surface and ion topology. (a) The Li2MnO3 ⊥-(001) and the ∠-(001)
surface groups exhibit Li percolation paths (green paled arrow) in
accordance with the laminating structure. (b) The surface undercoordinated Mn ions are passivated either by exchange with a
subsurface Li ion (black arrow) or by moving Li ions (red arrow). (c
and d) The surface formation energy is plotted as a function of Mn/Li
exchange sites and distance from (100) surface.

suggested by Karim et al.38 for LiMn2O4 spinel where it
involves exchanging an under-coordinated surface octahedral
Mn with a subsurface tetrahedral Li. Recently, this
reconstruction was qualitatively validated by the observation
of a Mn3O4-like surface phase, where Mn occupies both
tetrahedral and octahedral sites, in LiMn2O4 spinel.52 In the
case of layered Li2MnO3, both Li and Mn occupy octahedral
sites in the same layer, which facilitates a Mn−Li exchange
reconstruction. To elucidate the preferred site of Mn defects, as
a function of distance from the surface, we investigate the
evolution of Mn defect energies from the surface layer to
subsurface sites and eventually bulk by replacing a Li ion by a
Mn ion (see Figure 3). Three possible sites are the 2b site in
the TM layer (yellow octahedron in Figure 3c) or the 4h/2c
sites in the Li layer (red/blue octahedron in Figure 3c). Figure
3d shows the (100) surface formation energy as a function of
site and depth of the Mn defect from the surface to the bulk.
The results clearly show that a Mn−Li exchange can reduce the
surface formation energy if a subsurface position is chosen.
Swapping a surface Mn with a bulk Li is not preferred, as the
bulk defect energy penalty overcomes the reduction in surface
formation energy. Interestingly, from Figure 3d, we observe
that the preferred defect sites ordering between the subsurface
and the bulk are diﬀerent. Panels d−f of Figure 2 illustrate the
local environment of the possible Mn bulk defect positions,
from two directions. In the bulk, the Mn defect prefers the 4h
site which has the least NN Mn ions. As shown in Figure 2d, a
2b Mn defect has six NN Mn, whereas the 2c and 4h sites (see
Figure 2e,f, respectively) exhibit four Mn/six Li NN ions and
two Mn/eight Li NN ions, respectively. Therefore, the
formation energy of the bulk Mn defect (see Figure 2d)
closely correlates with the number of neighboring Mn ions
(Figure 2d−f). However, this trend is reversed for the surface
and subsurface regions. Due to the presence of the surface,
which results in under-coordination of certain sites, the cation

Figure 2. Illustrations of the possible sites for Li ions (green) and Mn
ions (purple). The shade or depth of color represents the diﬀerent Li
sites by symmetry. In panel a the possible surface Li sites are shown,
with their corresponding energy in panel b. Two representative planes
were selected to examine the local environments (c). For surface Mn
ions, there are several bulk reconstruction schemes and associated bulk
sites possible, as shown in panels d−f, where the left side displays an
a−b plane view (cyan plane in panel c) and the right-hand side a b−c
plane view (yellow plane in panel c), respectively.

denominated ① and on a 4g site as ③. Position ② indicates a Li
ion located on top of the tetrahedral site between the 2b and 4g
sites. By examining multiple initial Li-ion arrangements with
subsequent ionic relaxation, we ﬁnd position ① (see Figure 2b)
to be the most favorable. This is intuitive since the site ①
nearest-neighbor (NN) cation is Li, whereas for the ② and ③
sites the surface Li experiences stronger repulsion from
neighboring Mn. These results constitute a general, but not
conclusive, rule as diﬀerent surface facets and terminations
include further constraints due to diﬀerent local cation
orderings. In the following steps, we use the rule as a starting
point for more detailed investigations of favorable surface Li
arrangements. Second, from previous surface investigations21,38,39,46,47 for LiMn2O4 spinel and layered LiCoO2 we
expect a high energy penalty from under-coordinated, exposed
surface TM ions and hence anticipate Mn to either passivate
through Li termination (red arrow in Figure 3b) or reconstruct
by swapping places with subsurface or bulk Li (black arrow in
Figure 3b). The Mn−Li reconstruction scheme was ﬁrst
C
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repulsion at the 2b site is decreased which induces a reordering
of the stable sites. In summary, we expect surface Li to prefer
locations on top of the octahedral sites, neighboring a
subsurface Li, and surface Mn to be swapped with subsurface
Li 2b sites whenever possible.
2.2. Speciﬁc Surface Compositions and Terminations.
In accordance with the above established rules, such as surface
Li-ion site preference and Mn-ion reconstruction, we now
systematically investigate all Li2MnO3 low Miller index surfaces
and their possible terminations. For each surface facet, we
present the resulting surface composition with respect to its
termination, reconstruction, and surface cation arrangement. All
surfaces and their terminations are classiﬁed according to the
Tasker classiﬁcation scheme.53 Four Li2MnO3 surfaces exhibit
Tasker type III (see Table 1), which requires the surface dipole
to be removed by rearranging 50% of the charge from one
surface to the other in the slab−vacuum model maintaining the
stoichiometry of the material. The complete surface rearrangement involves (i) moving either Li and/or O ions between the
slabs, (ii) swapping any remaining under-coordinated Mn ions
with subsurface Li ions, and ﬁnally (iii) arranging the remaining
surface Li ions using the rule of Figure 2b as an initial guess, but
also considering Li−Li interactions speciﬁc to the surface facet.
However, for some surfaces the complexity of the ionic
conﬁgurations is particularly challenging. For example, for the
(111) surface, in addition to preselecting the sites according to
the above rules, we used a simple metadynamics algorithm54,55
to explore the surface conﬁgurational landscape. The
metadynamics algorithm was operated via accumulating the
artiﬁcial penalty functions on the DFT energy landscape until
the system evolved from the current local minimum
conﬁguration. Table 1 presents a summary of the surface
formation energies with respect to their facets, and Figure 4a
shows the resulting Wulﬀ shape by a global minimization of the
particle total surface energy. Each surface composition is
denominated by the available sites of the conventional
Li2MnO3 unit cell, which are comprised of four Li sites (2c,
2b, and two 4h sites), two Mn sites (4g sites), and six O sites
(two 4i and four 8j sites). Figure 4b highlights the resulting
exposed ions on each facet of the equilibrium Wulﬀ shape,
which provides information about accessible Li-ion channels.
∥-(001) Surface Group. The (001) surface is the only surface
in the ∥-(001) surface group and is classiﬁed as Tasker type III.
The (001) surface lamination layers are composed of positively
charged layers with Li ions at 2c−4h sites and negatively
charged layers with Li/Mn/O ions at 2b/4g/4i−8j sites.
Possible terminations include only Li ions or combined Li/Mn/
O ions. Both terminations require removal of the Tasker III
dipole which is achieved by a rearrangement of charge between
the two slab surfaces. The most stable surface Li conﬁguration
on the positively charged surface termination was found to be
one-third Li ions located on ① sites and two-thirds Li ions
located on ② sites (see Figure 2a) . For the negatively charged
Li/Mn/O surface termination we employ Mn reconstruction,
as the available surface Li/O ions proved insuﬃcient to
passivate the surface Mn ions. As a result, and as noted in Table
1, the most stable termination for the (001) surface is given by
the Li termination by almost 1 J/m2.
⊥-(001) Surface Group. The ⊥-(001) surface group contains
the (010), (100), and (110) surfaces which exhibit Li
percolation channels perpendicular to the surfaces (see pale
green arrow in Figure 3a). While the (010) surface belongs to
the Tasker II type, the (100) and the (110) surfaces are both

Figure 4. (a) Wulﬀ shape of Li2MnO3 and (b) exposed atomic species
of each surface; (c) average single surface vacancy oxygen release
energy (Ẽ O) for each surface facet as indicated by the diﬀerent
symbols. The error bar represents the spread of values as given by the
maximum and minimum oxygen release energies for the given surface,
respectively.

classiﬁed as Tasker type III and hence require rearrangement of
the charge (here Li ions) between the two slabs.
The (010) surface exhibits two diﬀerent laminations with a
periodicity of three and is classiﬁed as Tasker type II. The
positively charged layer contains Li/Mn/O ions at 1 4h/ 1 4g/
2

2

1
8j
2

sites, and the negatively charged layer contains Li/O ions at
2b−2c/4i sites. By optimizing the Li-ion positions and
reconstructing under-coordinated Mn ions, we ﬁnd the Li/
Mn/O-terminated (010) surface to be the most stable, and
indeed one of the most stable surfaces of Li2MnO3 (see Figure
4a).
The (100) surface has two lamination layers perpendicular to
the surface normal (see Figure 1d), with Li/Mn cations on the
2c−2b−4h/4g sites and O anions on the 4i−8j sites. For both
the anion- and the cation-terminated surface, either O and/or
Mn/Li ions need to be displaced to remove the dipole.
Displacing the O ions leads to an increased number of undercoordinated Mn which all need to be reconstructed using the
Mn−Li swapping scheme. Systematically examining the
resulting dipole-corrected slabs with subsequent Mn reconstructions as well as Li decorations indicates that the Li/Mn
cation-terminated surface with Mn reconstruction is the
energetically more favorable.
D
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where Eslab
O−x′ deﬁned as the x′ oxygen deﬁcient slab energy, and
the oxygen chemical potential is deﬁned as ΔμO = μO − μ*.
Here, the overestimated O2 binding energy was corrected in
accordance with previous work, introducing the reference
chemical potential (μ*), which is obtained by calibrating the
formation enthalpies with experimental measurements of
various oxides.56,57 The temperature eﬀect on gas phase oxygen
is applied through the oxygen chemical potential, such that two
representative temperatures (0 K and room temperature) are
indicated on the left- and right-hand side of the y-axis in Figure
4c. The oxygen release, as a function of Li concentration, is
recorded as an average over all the single oxygen vacancies on
the surface, and the spread in values between diﬀerent sites is
indicated as an error bar on the average. The results, for each
considered surface facet, are presented in Figure 4c for various
Li concentrations. To provide a comparative value, the oxygen
vacancy formation energy in the bulk is provided by the star
mark and is calculated as the mean value of a single oxygen
vacancy at the 4i and 8j sites, respectively.
In the fully lithiated system (i.e., a Li concentration
corresponding to x = 2.0), the oxygen release energies of all
surfaces exhibit positive values, which indicates that the asmade material is stable against spontaneous surface oxygen
evolution, and quite similar (within the accuracy of the
calculations) to the bulk oxygen vacancy formation energy.
However, as Li is extracted from the material, surface oxygen
release very rapidly becomes thermodynamically favorable.
Previous work21 showed that bulk Li2MnO3 becomes unstable
toward oxygen release for x < 1. Indeed, our previous
calculations of bulk LixMnO321 resulted in oxygen release
energies corresponding to 0.4 eV (x = 1.0) and 2.6 eV (x = 2.0)
per oxygen at 0 K, which is comparable to current work for the
bulk at x = 2.0 (cyan star in Figure 4c). The small diﬀerence is
attributed to the slight change in the U parameter as compared
to previous work (U = 3.9 eV here as compared to previously
used U = 4.5 eV). In comparison with bulk oxygen evolution,21
where the oxygen is more tightly bound to the lattice, here we
ﬁnd that all stable surfaces are unstable toward oxygen release
for x < 1.7, e.g., much closer to the fully lithiated material.
Indeed, it has been experimentally observed3 that oxygen
evolution initiates at 19% of Li extraction (i.e., Li1.63MnO3),
which agrees very well with our examination. The results of
Figure 4c suggest that there is no equilibrium low Miller Index
Li2MnO3 facet that is stable against oxygen release as Li is
withdrawn from the structure. However, some facets are more
stable than others, which may provide a design metric for
morphology tuning toward enhanced, albeit not complete,
surface oxygen retention. For example, we note that the (110)
surface is consistently more stable than the other facets, and
conversely, the (010) facet is the most unstable. Hence we
would expect Li2MnO3 particles with minimized (010) surfaces
and enhanced (110) facets to exhibit improved oxygen
retention.

The (110) surface exhibits two lamination layers, where the
positively and negatively charged layers contain both cations
and anions in a single layer, resulting in Li/O- and Li/Mn/Oterminated surfaces (see Table 1). Similar to the other facets,
the surface Li positions are optimized and under-coordinated
Mn swapped with subsurface Li ions. The resulting most stable
termination is found to be Li/Mn/O with reconstructed Mn
ions.
∠ -(001) Surface Group. The (011), (101), and (111)
surfaces all belong to the∠-(001) surface group where the Li
percolation direction exhibits a slanted angle with respect to the
surface normal. According to the Tasker criteria the (011)
surface is type III, the (101) surface is type I, and the (111)
surface is type II.
The (011) surface exhibits two lamination layers which are
composed of negatively charged 2c/2b/8j sites and positively
charged 4h/4g/4i sites. The Li/O termination with a 2c−2b/8j
sites layer exhibits a relatively low energy, in fact second lowest
among all the considered facets; however, because of its
direction, the (011) surface is not favorable in the Wulﬀ
construction.
The (101) surface is the only Tasker I surface among the low
Miller index surfaces and exhibits only one possible
termination: Li/Mn/O. Despite Mn reconstruction and surface
Li arrangement optimization, the (101) surface is found to be
the most unstable among the examined surface facets.
The (111) surface exhibits a periodicity of three alternatively
charged layers, corresponding to positively charged ﬁrst and
third layers with Li/Mn/O at 1 4h/ 1 4g/ 1 8j sites, and a
2
2
2
negatively charged second layer with Li/O at 2b−2c/4i sites.
The (111) surface exhibits the only termination where Mn is
not favoring reconstruction using the Mn−Li exchange.
Instead, the most stable surface cation arrangement consists
of tetravalent square pyramidal Mn sites under stoichiometric
conditions.
2.3. Oxygen Evolutions on the Low Miller Index
Surfaces. From the results in section 2.2 we obtain a ranking
of the low Miller index Li2MnO3 surfaces (Table 1) and hence
an estimated equilibrium particle shape under stoichiometric
conditions. To examine the particle vulnerability toward surface
oxygen loss, we systematically remove oxygen ionsone at a
timefrom the diﬀerent facets appearing in the Wulﬀ shape
and record the energy of removal as a function of Li content.
The Li cation arrangement in the bulk, as a function of Li
content, is kept compliant with previous bulk LixMnO3
investigations.21,37 Speciﬁcally, some Li in the 4h sites are
extracted in the early delithation process (1.75 < x < 2.0), some
Li in the 4h and 2b sites are extracted for 1.5 < x < 1.75, and
afterward, some 2b Li and all 2c Li are extracted for 1.25 < x <
1.5. Finally, all Li in the 2b sites are extracted in the range 1.0 <
x < 1.25. At x = 1, the remaining Li are all occupying 4h sites in
the Li layer. As previously mentioned, when Li is removed from
this material, the charge compensation mechanism10,19−22 is
centered on the anion. Hence, O1− species will form on the
surface for lower Li contents and thosetogether with undercoordinated oxygensare prioritized for removal. However, all
possible surface single oxygen vacancies are examined. The
oxygen evolution on each surface facet is calculated as the
oxygen release energy;
slab
EÕ = EOslab
− x ′ + ΔμO − E

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Using ﬁrst-principles density functional theory, we mapped out
the surface facet stability and vulnerability toward oxygen loss
of Li2MnO3as a worst-case representative of the family of
layered Li-excess materialsto inspire target design of Liexcess cathode materials with improved surface stability and
ionic transport. All facets are rigorously investigated for
diﬀerent cation orderings including Mn reconstruction
involving the exchange of subsurface Li and optimal Li surface

(2)
E
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that are impenetrable for oxygen diﬀusion or solid-state
electrolyte approaches.

conﬁguration. All surfaces except the (111) exhibit favorable
reconstructed Mn; however, only subsurface exchange is
favorableexchange between surface Mn and bulk Li is
found to be energetically unfavorable, which indicates that
the reconstruction is limited to the surface region. Dominating
facets are (001)similar to LiCoO245and (110) as well as
(100) facets which provide excellent access to Li percolation
paths. Previous experimental investigations by Kim et al.35
found a majority of (001) and minority (020) (equivalent to
(010)) facets on micrometer-sized Li2MnO3 particles synthesized at 850 °C, which is in excellent agreement with the
resulting particle shape.
Furthermore, as many Li-ion cathode materials are known to
exhibit surface oxygen loss during the ﬁrst cycles of
operation,9−14 we extend our investigation to surface stability
against oxygen release. In the case of Li-excess materials, this
degradation process is pronounced as one of the charge
compensation mechanisms in this class of materials provided by
the anion, e.g., oxygen oxidation.10,19−24 Hence, surface oxygen
release is accelerated through the formation of O1− species
which are less strongly bound to the underlying lattice
compared to O2−. Indeed, previous work on Li-excess cathodes,
such as Li1.20Mn0.54Co0.13Ni0.13O2 and Li[Li1/6Ni1/4Co1/6Mn1/2]O2, showed signiﬁcant loss of surface
oxygen during the ﬁrst cycles, while none in the bulk region of
the material.10,15 We calculated the oxygen release energy as a
function of Li content, averaged over all possible single surface
oxygen vacancies. We found that while LixMnO3 exhibits stable
surface oxygen for x = 2 under normal oxygen chemical
potential conditions, any Li removal beyond x = 1.7 renders all
considered low-energy facets thermodynamically unstable
toward oxygen release. This is corroborated by Wang et al.3
who recorded oxygen evolution starting at 19% Li extraction
(i.e., Li1.63MnO3). In particular, we ﬁnd that the (010), (100),
and (111) surfaces are more prone to oxygen loss as compared
to the (001) and the (110) surfaces. This is in agreement with
experimental observations such that the surface degradation of
the (001) surface is slower than other surfaces.4 Signiﬁcant loss
of surface oxygen is likely to cause surface reconstruction,
transition metal migration, and densiﬁcation which can create a
bottleneck for ionic conductivity and cause impedance rise.
Hence, based on the evidence we ﬁnd it plausible that
pronounced surface oxygen loss constitutes one of the main
culprits for the poor initial performance of Li-excess materials,
in particular Li2MnO3. Indeed, a recent investigation by the
authors37 indicated that the bulk ionic mobility in Li2MnO3 is
on par with LiCoO2 Li diﬀusivity, which suggests that the
reason for its observed poor rate performance originates either
from the surface and/or interparticle transport limitations. This
is indirectly supported by recent work by Croy et al.58 showing
that carbon pretreatment of micrometer-sized Li 2 MnO 3
signiﬁcantly improves its performance. We speculate that
while the carbon pretreatment cannot impact the electronic
or ionic conductivity of bulk micrometer-sized particles, it may
decrease the reactivity of the surface and/or enhance particle−
particle transport.
In conclusion, we found that all equilibrium surface facets of
Li2MnO3 become vulnerable toward oxygen loss even for
modest removal of Li. Hence, while morphology tuning may
provide a mitigating strategy, it is unlikely to provide a
mechanism to fully retain surface oxygen in high-Li-excess
materials. Recommended strategies therefore include coatings

4. METHODS
Our slab model contained more than 10 bulk layers with ﬁxed atomic
coordinates taken from previous bulk examinations. The ﬁrst ﬁve
surface and subsurface layers are fully relaxed, and the slab is
terminated by more than a 15 Å vacuum interval. The total energy
results were calculated using density functional theory (DFT) as
implemented by the Vienna ab inito simulation package (VASP)59−62
with the projector augmented wave (PAW)63,64 pseudopotential
method. The exchange correlation functional is chosen as the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA+U)65−67 with an on-site
Hubbard parameter (UMn = 3.9 eV68). The calculations were
converged within 1 meV, enabled by a cutoﬀ energy of 520 eV with
an adjusted k-point sampling density with respect to the size of
supercells. The cell parameters of stoichiometric Li2MnO3 were
downloaded from the Materials Project (IDLi2MnO3: mp-18988).68,69
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